
Module 1
Topic 4
Quiz

A. Matching (Traffic Signals)

3. steady green light

a. proceed with caution
b. protected turn/go in direction of arrow
c. stop - go when the way is clear
d. stop - remain stopped
e. go if the way is clear
f. clear the intersection

__ I. red light

2. steady amber light

4. flashing red light

5. flashing amber light

6. green arrow

MUL TIPLE CHOICE: Choose the BEST answer.

__ 1. Red signs indicate

a. stop
b. prohibitive
c. neither
d. both

__ 2. General warning signs are

a. blue
b. yellow
c. green
d. white

__ 3. The shape of this sign indicates

a. school crossing
b. pedestrian crossing
c. warning
d. yield
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4. The shape of this sign indicates

c. stop
d. no passing
e. rail road crossing
f. yield

__ 5. The shape of this sign indicates

a. warning
b. regulatory
c. yield
d. directions

__ 6. This sign indicates
a. road curves ahead
b. slippery When Wet
c. winding Road

__ 7. This sign indicates

a. merge
b. Jane reduction
c. added lane
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__ 8. A yellow line in the center ora roadway indicates

a. no passing
b. two way traffic
c. one way traffic
d. pass with caution

9. A solid line indicates

a. no passing
b. two way traffic
c. one way traffic
d. pass with caution



__ 10. This road marking indicates

a. HOV lane
b. restricted lane (bus or bicycles)
c. both a & b
d. neither a nor b

11. This lane is reserved for

a. right and left turns
b. left turn only
c. passing other vehicles on the left
d. none of tbe above

__ 12. The basic color for construction signs is

a. wbite
b. orange
c. green
d. brown
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__ 13. You sbould signal at least __ before you turn or change position.

a. 2 seconds
b. 4 seconds
c. 300 ft.
d. 500 ft.

__ 14. Tbis band signal indicates

a. rigbt turn
b. left turn
c. stop or slow

__ 15. According to Virginia law, you must turn into

a. the first open lane going in your direction
b. the lane closest to the curb
c. there is no law concerning this maneuver

__ 16. The correct method of steering tbrough a turn is

a. band over band
b. push/pull/slide
c. either method is acceptable



__ 17. When parking downhill with a curb,

a. turn the wheels toward the curb
b. turn the wheels away from the curb
c. leave the wheels straight

__ 18. You must park at least _ feet from a fire hydrant.

a. 10
b. 15
c. 25
d. 50

__ 19. The speed limit in school, business and residential areas is

a. 25
b. 35
c. 45
d. 55

__ 20. You are required to dim your headlights when you are within _ feet of an
approaching vehicle.

a. 100
b. 200
c. 400
d. 500

__ 21. An important point to remember in skid control is

a. do not brake
b. look where you want the vehicle to go
c. steer in the direction you want to go
d. all of the above

__ 22. If your tire loses pressure while you are driving, you should

a. keep a firm grip on the steering wheel with both hands
b. release the accelerator pedal slowly
c. brake hard and pull over
d. both a & b
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1. It is illegal to pass on the right in Virginia.

2. If the foot brake fails, the parking brake may be used to stop the vehicle.

3. Use of a lower gear may be helpful when going up or down steep grades.

4. The use of cruise control is helpful on slippery roadways.


